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Incorporated in 1991, SunshineBLP (SBLP) has morphed from a furniture
supplier to a mass market retailer by coming up with patented products
to ensure they stand out. In addition, we are now involved in the
hospitality business serving hotel, restaurant/café and apartment
projects. In its short foray, SBLP has since clocked an impressive portfolio
of projects around the world.

Our 3,200 SQM showroom in Guangzhou with actual customers’ mockup
rooms ensure strict adherence to design and quality standards. Our
factories located in the manufacturing hubs of Guangzhou and Xiamen
provide our customers with competitive pricing integrated with skilled
workmanship and punctual deliveries.

While headquartered in Singapore, SBLP has operational branches in
Malaysia, UK, USA and our operational office and showroom in China, to
ensure all customers are served in their time zones for timely reaction
when required. Additionally, the multilingual team is able to address
cultural issues with ease.

In essence, SBLP upholds by its motto: Creative, Commercial and
Competitive to ensure that we remain the preferred working partner to
our many customers, worldwide.

Who We Are
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Our Factories

Our furniture manufacturing facilities are divided in order to specialize in the
different requirements of each project. Xiamen houses our joinery/built-
in/upholstery furniture facility while Guangzhou is home to our loose furniture
factory.

Each factory is then sub-divided into production lines based on the materials that
will be worked with. Examples - Metal works, Carpentry/Woodworking,
Upholstery.

Each production line is supervised by a quality control specialist with a final
assembly and quality inspection before being prepared for shipping.

Additionally, each factory is equipped to handle the different packaging
requirements of any project. From a simple shrink wrap to crates that house triple
corrugated cardboard cartons lined with Styrofoam, all provisions are catered for.
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In Action

Our positive hands-on, teamwork
oriented, customer-centric approach
has made us the supplier of choice for
many customers.
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The Capitol Kempinski Hotel, Singapore

BLP supplied and installed the built-in and loose furniture.

- Located in the Heart of Singapore’s CBD, the 146-room 5-star Capitol
Kempinski Hotel follows years of restoration that has sought to bring
out the best of the neoclassical-style Capitol Building (1930) and
Venetian Renaissance-style Stamford House (1904).

- Being a project that embodies prestige and luxury in its truest form,
everything from satisfying each design element to requirements for
finishing quality was held to the highest of standards.

Be it a built-in 3-meter Nero Maquinna Marble Television console or an
Indian rosewood director table completed with a nitrocellulose piano
finish, each item met and exceeded the client’s expectations.
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Orchard Rendezvous Hotel, Singapore

BLP supplied the built-in and loose furniture.

- Located at the top of Orchard Road, Singapore’s premier shopping
district, the 387-room 4- Star Orchard Rendezvous Hotel is a
luxurious contemporary retreat for both business and leisure
travelers.

- This project’s versatile designs and high traffic durability
requirements meant that build quality was paramount.

- Scratch resistance and load bearing capabilities were tested to the
highest caliber to ensure longevity and safety of each item’s use.
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Ariva Dalvey Residences, Singapore

BLP supplied and installed the built-in and loose furniture.

- Located just off Orchard Road, Singapore’s premier shopping district,
the 50-room Serviced-apartment complex, Ariva Dalvey Residences
is a heaven for short to long-term travelers in Singapore.

- With this project being a conversion and refurbishment project, an 
emphasis on customization of item dimensions to maximize space 
and ergonomics took priority.
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Okada Manila

BLP supplied the built-in and loose furniture for the 49 Executive Suites

- A luxurious integrated resort located in Metro Manila, Philippines
with 993 rooms.

- Due to a tight timeline when the project was awarded, we had to
work closely with our factories in China and our Fitout contractor
in Manila to meet the handover date. After a relentless effort from
our team, the customer was highly satisfied with our performance.
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Sunflower Childcare Group, Singapore

BLP supplied the built-in and loose furniture for 34 pre-school educenters

- An early education group based in Singapore

- We work with Sunflower from concept to reality once they have
their floorplans ready. We supply and install and are actively
involved until the opening day.
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The Crossley Hotel, Melbourne Australia

BLP supplied the loose furniture 

- A 113-room hotel located conveniently at the Paris end of Bourke
street, undergoing a refurbishment.

- We collaborated closely with their award-winning design, Carr
Design Group to seamlessly bring into reality their vision for this
transformation.

- When there was a delay to the site readiness even though our
furniture was ready, we worked closely with the customer to
adjust the delivery according to their requirements without adding
further stress to the situation.

Just Completed Project
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Aeon Towers Hotel, Davao Philippines
BLP is supplying the built-in and loose furniture to the hotel rooms, 
serviced apartments and public areas

- This is a 32-storey, 600 units mixed commercial, residential and
hotel project located in a fast growing region of the Philippines.
When completed, it will be the tallest skyscraper in the region of
Mindanao.

- We are supplying to 144 hotel rooms, 144 serviced apartments
and public areas including a Roof top Pool and Restaurant.

Current Projects
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The Tamarind Tree Suites, Nairobi Kenya
BLP is supplying the built-in, loose furniture and decorations
to the rooms and public areas

Current Projects

- This is a luxury 105 residential suites project in the heart of
Nairobi’s United Nations district.

- The project serves the business and diplomatic community,
offering 5 star hotel accommodation and facilities that we are
capable of delivering and more.
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Wombats the City Hostel, Austria

BLP is supplying the  Storage bunk bed and loose furniture

Current Projects

- A uber-popular hostel chain spanning 6 hostels across 5 European
cities

- Winner of the ‘Best Hostel Chain’ for 7 years
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Jumbo and Paradise Groups of Restaurants 

Restaurant Projects 

We serve Singapore homegrown international restaurant chains in Singapore and China.
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Carpet Projects 

Grand Hyatt Shanghai
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